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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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The Malaysia Global Business Forum (MGBF)’s exclusive roundtable on

‘Security Concerns in Critical Value Chains’ was held in a hybrid setting on 24

May 2022 at the Eastin Hotel Kuala Lumpur. The event had considerable media

pick-up with some 119 international news sites covering the event and 17 local

stories in the local media, amounting to RM752,000 in PR value and an

additional RM50,000 estimated value of social media promotional activities.

In attendance as guest of honour was Yang Berbahagia Tan Sri Dato’ Seri

Rafidah Aziz, former minister of Trade and Industry Malaysia.

The discussion focused on addressing security concerns in critical value chains

and how business leaders can mitigate the threats that could lead to a crisis.

Speakers at the event include Col. Ts. Sazali bin Sukardi, Senior Vice President,

Strategic Research Division, CyberSecurity Malaysia; ACP Sarifudin Bin Mohd

Salleh, Head of Traffic Investigation and Enforcement Department, Royal

Malaysia Police (PDRM); Francis Koh, Head of Career Development, Digital

Nasional Berhad; M. Umapathy Sivan, Former CIO of Telekom and Chief

Technology Officer of Novem CS Sdn Bhd; Rizal Kamaruzzaman, Deputy

Chairman of Malaysia Global Business Forum and Executive Director of

Tindakan Strategi Sdn Bhd; and Executive Chairman of Advanced Security

Network, Murugason R. Thangaratnam. The fireside chat was moderated by

Ahmad Khairol Shafizan Johari, Lead Editor/Forward Planning Editor of Astro

Awani, while the panel session was moderated by Editor-at-Large for News Hub

Asia, Ruzanna Muhammad.

This impactful event was the third in Malaysia Global Business Forum’s 2022

series of exclusive roundtables on “The Evolving Threat Matrix of the Digital

Economy”. The series will confront critical questions impacting the future of

business in the rapidly digitising world.



ISSUES

Issues highlighted during the discussion were

as below:

i. Critical components of critical value

chains are not given priority attention

including resource allocation at the

issues resolution phase.

ii. Information on cyber security concerns

must be able to reach the people on the

ground, especially Persons with

Disabilities (PwD) and the elderly as

they are more exposed to the risk.

iii. The media needs to be PwD friendly

with their media materials. It will be

easier for the public and PwD to

understand.

iv. A lack of security concerns in critical

value chains leads to reputational

physical and financial losses. Public

listed companies are particularly

vulnerable but do not fully understand

the evolving threat matrix.

v. Government policy-makers need to be

continuously educated and aware of

cyber threats and issues to be able to

formulate effective policies that will

make Malaysia a more business-friendly

ecosystem.

vi. Security concerns and value chains is an

issue that needs to be inculcated from

early-stage education onwards.

vii. Communicators in government and

corporate sectors need to be aware of

cyber threats and to be educated to be

able to effectively communicate in

times of crisis.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The outcome of the discussion

highlighted several recommendations

and critical success factors:

i. Be aware of the critical

components in a value chain that

should work together to ensure

the efficiency, performance and

productivity of those in the

relevant value chains.

ii. Understand the profile of the

value chain, in order for us to

evaluate the relevance and

critical nature of a company’s role

in that value chain.

iii. Determine the extent of

competition that companies face

along a value chain to enable

companies to continuously

diversify their products, and to

identify the sources of these

products.

iv. Include human resources

development, technological

development, and the company's

infrastructure itself to support

services that strengthen the

primary activities.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

v. Companies are encouraged to

continuously identify and diversify

their markets and customers

based on criticality in response to

current requirements and near

future critical demands.

vi. Incorporate joint efforts between

the government and the private

sector. Identify the problems,

analyse the impact for every

problem, and think through the

approaches together.

vii. Do not take cybersecurity as a silo

activity but focus on what is

directly or indirectly related to

business and operations of the

organisation and the nation.

viii. Encourage intergovernmental

discussions in identified critical

industries to improve the

possibilities of arriving at a more

meaningful economic and social

outcomes.



EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEAKERS
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“Where we find Malaysian and Malaysia-

based companies are there, that's where

we should focus as a priority now. Whether

it is domestically, regionally or globally and

look at their positions in the five primary

activities in any value chain, which of

course are logistics, or the inbound or

outbound operations, marketing, sales and

services and not to forget, the support

services.”

“Understanding the profile of the value chain is important in order for us to evaluate

the relevance of a company's role in that value chain and also to determine the extent

of competition that a company faces along the value chain, and to enable the

companies to continue the plan on diversifying products,… and to identify sources of

those products and also diversifying the markets and its customers.”

“So, when you talk about ICT, then the question of security and cybersecurity comes in

and I noticed in one of your talks you mentioned one element that has been focused

upon here, and I agree totally because for example our area, the airline industry, which

Rizal Kamaruzzaman has alluded to, that cybersecurity is very important to us. There

are people who use bots to book and make bookings from airlines and then resell

them elsewhere. They have come in and hacked, so we need firewalls, and we even

need a special risk management committee, which I myself is the chairperson, and we

need a special division specifically for cybersecurity, which has an effect on the

industry, literally from A to Z.”

“…we must understand the issues and there is no point in talking to people who does

not understand the issues. To understand the issues, there must be a joint effort

between the government and the private sector. You cannot do it alone. Do not allow

the government to do it alone, and do not dare yourself to do it alone as you don’t get

much out of it. So, when you have joint efforts between the government and the

private sectors, then you can identify the problems, analyse the impact for each and

every problem and think through together the approaches.”



EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEAKERS
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“I feel it is our responsibility to disseminate

the correct information to the people on

the ground, especially PwD because we are

so prone to so many things without realising

safety is at stake. Some people (PwD) don’t

know that it’s wrong and dangerous to

share personal information such as their

phone numbers and home address. They

thought it’s convenient."

“Why are we sharing our information? We are so complacent. We feel like it's okay

to share information whenever we buy, but the ones who are affected most are

actually my community (PwD) because we have the faintest idea how dangerous it

is. Of course, people in the rural areas, they read but they still don't know what's

going on."

“My friends who are blind, they said to get the food, you have to get that one metre

range. …but how do we gauge that? We're using a white stick. How do we go out

and then we go on the phone, and they keep typing all this information trying to

listen. And then for the deaf, they were trying to see if there's closed caption and

they're trying to see if there's a sign language interpreter. Then they will share

information and without realising, they were exposing themselves out there. And

there are so many people out there who were just waiting like sharks to just grab

and eat us. We have the faintest idea what we are getting ourselves into."

“Managing perceptions, media is important. Disseminating information properly is

very important, not leaving anyone behind is also very important. And so today I ask

and beg to all of you with all of your expertise…, please let’s not forget the small

groups of Persons with Disabilities and also the elderlies who are lost; not

everybody is tech savvy, not everybody knows how to protect themselves, on what

to do and on what not to do. Go down to the ground to give people information, to

give people tips, to advise them and that is very important. Don’t just sit in offices

and type away. No, you need to go down because that human touch, even in this

digitalised world is very important."



EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEAKERS

“High dependency also expressed us to the

various risks of sub-attack because any disruption

on a digital system can have a data implication on

our life in the physical world because our life, our

well-being, is very much dependent on the digital

system in cyberspace. Identify risk in regards to a

cyber political system and from there we try to

come up with the best possible solution. There is

no straightforward solution, and it depends on

how we assess the risk and how we want to

manage cyber security. Our cyber environment,

digital transformation happened very fast;

technology becomes smarter embedded by

artificial intelligence.”

“The strategic environment is dynamic, and it has

impacted the way countries and corporations must

define sustainability and survivability. The pathway

to sustainable profits, especially looking at the next

five years, is about taking a position in a critical

value chain. And to be the most relevant

component in any given critical value chain. The

end goal must be the establishment of sovereign

ecosystems based on trust. This trust must be

found at all levels including the various suppliers

within a supply chain.”
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“There was a statement made on behalf of the

government that national security was not

compromised. I'm not concerned about national

security, of course, it's important for every citizen

to be aware of national security but there's also

something else called personal security. So you

know you can't tell me that if my data is out there

and it has been leaked that my personal security

has not been compromised. That is a

responsibility of a government, of an employer, of

a parent because I think that's basic needs we

need.”



EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEAKERS

“In all these supply chains, what you see

commonly is people. People is the weakest link

that we have. In the whole spectrum, and

statistics show, 95 per cent of the cyber-attack is

because of human error. They are ignorant. They

didn't realise that it's a risk.”

“From 2005 until 2015, cargo hijacking is very

rampant, and this happened on the North-South

Highway, and it cost a lot, millions, to local

transport operator, to the company, to the

foreign company that has invested here in

Malaysia. The Royal Malaysia Police through the

CID department, we put a special team which is

procurement of intelligence, on how can we get

information of the syndicate; we want to have

legal advantage when we go to the court… The

effect after 2015, we don't have a single cargo

hijacking Malaysia.”
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“They always think this is a nice-to-have solution,

which is to secure our systems, and more

importantly secure the data that we have to

protect. I hope the industry experts that take

note of this, you have to incorporate security at

the beginning of all processes.”



EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEAKERS
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“In the cyber-physical reality we live in

today, the need to identify and define the

gaps are important. In this panel, we have

the cyber security and technical experts

alongside a representative who looks after

our physical security as well as a

representative of the community and the

media. The question is what are the security

concerns in your critical value chain? What

are the gaps and how do we bridge this

gap? From a media perspective,

communication is very important, and of

course the media plays a significant role not

only to communicate issues and disruptions,

but also to create the right awareness in a

timely manner.”

“Supply chain issues are rarely reported in

the media, thus creating a gap in the

public's understanding of the issue. This

session provided deep insights into the

problems and loopholes that exist, as we

strive to put the economy on the right

trajectory.”



EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEAKERS
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“Disruptions to Malaysia's critical value

chain in strategic key sectors can bring

about wide-ranging consequences. Apart

from reducing exporters’ income and

foreign exchange earnings, other negative

repercussions include global value chain

players shifting to suppliers from other

countries, reduced investments by existing

multinational corporations and potential

foreign investors, and relocation of

production facilities to other countries.

A key sector that is currently hitting us hard is the food security value chain. Many

countries including Malaysia are experiencing high food price inflation at the retail

level, reflecting labour shortages, a sharp rise in the price of fertiliser, currency

devaluations, and other factors. Collaboration among the various stakeholders

along the food value chain is more critical than ever. The interdependencies

between stakeholders are no longer mainly between the functions most closely

linked along the chain but can include stakeholders anywhere in the network.

Food security ecosystem knowledge, data analytics and sharing of information and

resources (for example research and innovation in enhancing efficiency, food

storage and quality assurance best practices, consumer trends, efficient inventory

levels system and forecasting of crisis) is another area where collaboration among

stakeholders can improve efficiency along the value chain.”



MEDIA REPORT - INTERNATIONAL

TOTAL PICKUP BY INDUSTRY

TOTAL PICKUP BY SOURCE TYPE TOP LOCATION

COVERAGE DETAILS

Press Releases Issued: 1
Press Release Pickup: 119 clippings
Total PR Value: USD132,329

(RM580,000)
Exclusive Interviews: 0
Feature Stories: 0
Follow up Articles: 0
TV Appearances: 0

The MGBF had an excellent media pickup internationally with a 
total reach of approximately two million viewers on average. 

This was enjoyed by the forum itself, its sponsors and the 
speakers.
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MEDIA REPORT – MALAYSIA

COVERAGE IN THE MEDIA

The MGBF also had an excellent media pickup in Malaysia. It was 
able to generate RM172,000 in publicity. This was enjoyed by the 

forum itself, its sponsors and the speakers.
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COVERAGE BY LANGUAGE

COVERAGE BY ISSUE

COVERAGE DETAILS

Press Releases Issued: 1
Press Release Pickup: 17 clippings
Total PR Value: USD38,953

(RM172,000)
Exclusive Interviews: 6
Feature Stories: 10
Follow up Articles: 7
TV Appearances: 5

English

Malay

Chinese

Cyber Security

Person with
Disabilities
Business

General

Online

Print

TV

Radio



EXCERPTS FROM THE MEDIA
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"The strategic environment is dynamic and it has impacted

the way countries and corporations must define

sustainability and survivability. The pathway to sustainable

profits, especially looking at the next five years, is about

taking a position in a critical value chain. And to be the

most relevant component in any given critical value

chain."

KUALA LUMPUR, May 24 (Bernama) - Information on
cyber security concerns must be able to reach the
people on the ground, especially Persons with
Disabilities (PwD) and the elderly as they are more
exposed to the risk, Malaysian National News Agency
(Bernama) chairman Senator Datuk Ras Adiba Radzi
said.

“The government should not be doing business or
nominating anyone to do business,” she said at a panel
discussion organised by the Malaysia Global Business
Forum (MGBF) here today.

Rafidah, who was alluding to the high number of
government-linked companies (GLCs) in Malaysia, said
that whenever a misallocation of public funds
occurred, it was the public who suffered the most.



EXCERPTS FROM THE MEDIA

"Bahkan, saya dahulu tidak dibenarkan umum (jika
belum konkrit lagi) supaya apa yang diumumkan
menjadi realiti,” katanya kepada pemberita selepas
siri meja bulat eksklusif bertajuk ‘The Evolving Threat
Matrix in the Digital Economy’ pada Selasa.

[Translated] "This is despite signing a memorandum of
undertaking and identifying investors, where the factory is
and are already looking for partners here," she told reporters
after an exclusive roundtable series titled "The Evolving
Threat Matrix in the Digital Economy" today.
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“We seem to be lacking the ‘pull factors’ and
elements that could attract foreign investment
to our country,” Rafidah told reporters after
speaking at the Malaysia Global Business
Forum (MGBF) Roundtable Series on the
Evolving Threat Matrix in the Digital Economy
on Tuesday.

[Translated] PETALING JAYA (Jan 24): Former International
Trade and Industry Minister Tan Sri Rafidah believes that there
should be no entry permit (AP) at all, whether it is food or
automobiles.

"In addition to cars, there are various APs in our country, such
as onions and various vegetables. There are APs everywhere,
as if every government department has APs to be dispatched."



SOCIAL MEDIA FOOTPRINT

…and more.

Executive 
Director

Business 
Strategist

Recruiter

Founder

Human 
Resources 
Specialist

Consultant

PERCENTAGE OF VIEWERS BY JOB 
FUNCTION

PERCENTAGE OF VIEWERS BY 
SENIORITY

Senior Entry Director VP

Manager CXO Owner

PERCENTAGE OF VIEWERS BY INDUSTRY

28%

16%16%

8%

6%
7%

11%

5%

The event was also streamed live on MGBF’s LinkedIn, Facebook 
and YouTube pages, which received more than 3,500 viewers. 

Social media promotions:
- 50 x Promotional posts
- 20 x Post-event videos
- 20 x Photo posts
- 5 x Boosted posts on 

Facebook
- 5 x Live lead-in talkshows

with over 5,500 
cumulative viewers

- Email marketing to 
database of 50,000
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EXCERPTS FROM SOCIAL MEDIA

“This is an excellent and much-needed topic, thank you.” –
Yvonne Maffei, MA, International Food & Travel Journalism |
Global Halal Industry | Culinary Diplomacy

“In today's cyber-physical reality, it is crucial to
understand the gaps in order to anticipate
disruptions and crises better, coupled with data.
This roundtable showcased that with its balanced
lineup of speakers from both the cyber and
physical realms..”
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“Excited to join a Live Event "Security Concerns In Critical
Value Chains" at Eastin Hotels Malaysia. My first event in
over 2 years. It has been a long time since we joined events
and I must say, it was exciting to actually join and talk to
people face to face again..” – Matthew Barsing, Chief
Commercial Officer EPS Consultants Singapore | Malaysia |
Japan | Thailand | Philippines

“An important day of discussion, hopefully this event will lead
to many positive changes in Malaysia.” – Rhys Ryan, Energetic
and gregarious communicator. Active listener with a passion
for sharing sports stories.

“Great topic that creates a better understanding
of how cyber security affects critical value chains.
Looking forward to the next one!”

“The media plays an important role in disseminating
the right information at the right time. This is a
great topic that allows the media to understand
value chains better and how cyber security impacts
them.”

The live session was shared more than 12 times per day by various 
supporters



In association with:

Media partners:

Hosted by:

WATCH THE MGBF ROUNDTABLE HERE:

Security Concerns in Critical Value Chains – Opening Session
Security Concerns in Critical Value Chains – Panel Session
Security Concerns in Critical Value Chains – Fireside Chat

Organized by:

Supported by:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qBVbrhnmQs&t=2001s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AWTQC5AUSs&t=2186s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEfw4giaqS8&t=31s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4J_N8r_u4dc&t=4050s
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https://www.malaysiaglobalbusinessforum.com/get-connected/
https://forms.gle/bpmFdcHDUxUCv66Q9

